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We introduce a microwave-assisted spectroscopy technique to determine the relative concentra-
tions of nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond that are negatively-charged (NV−) and neutrally-
charged (NV0), and present its application to studying spin-dependent ionization in NV ensembles
and enhancing NV-magnetometer sensitivity. Our technique is based on selectively modulating the
NV− fluorescence with a spin-state-resonant microwave drive to isolate, in-situ, the spectral shape
of the NV− and NV0 contributions to an NV-ensemble sample’s fluorescence. As well as serving
as a reliable means to characterize charge state ratio, the method can be used as a tool to study
spin-dependent ionization in NV ensembles. As an example, we applied the microwave technique to
a high-NV-density diamond sample and found evidence for a new spin-dependent ionization path-
way, which we present here alongside a rate-equation model of the data. We further show that our
method can be used to enhance the contrast of optically-detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) on
NV ensembles and may lead to significant sensitivity gains in NV magnetometers dominated by
technical noise sources, especially where the NV0 population is large. With the high-NV-density
diamond sample investigated here, we demonstrate up to a 4.8-fold enhancement in ODMR contrast.
The techniques presented here may also be applied to other solid-state defects whose fluorescence
can be selectively modulated by means of a microwave drive. We demonstrate this utility by ap-
plying our method to isolate room-temperature spectral signatures of the V2-type silicon vacancy
from an ensemble of V1 and V2 silicon vacancies in 4H silicon carbide.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ensembles of negatively-charged nitrogen va-
cancy centers (NV−) in diamond are now a
leading modality for magnetic field sensing and
imaging with high spatial resolution [1–3]. Im-
portantly for diverse applications, NV-diamond
magnetometers can operate at ambient condi-
tions and in direct contact with samples that
are incompatible with the pressures or temper-
atures required in atomic or SQUID magnetom-
etry, such as living organisms [4–7], paleomag-
netic rocks [8, 9], and temperature-dependent
magnetic spin textures and current distribu-
tions [3].

However, the sensitivity of ensemble nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) diamond magnetometers, cur-

rently at ∼ 1 pT/
√

Hz [10], still lags behind that
of other methods, in part due to the presence
of neutrally-charged NVs (NV0) in diamond
samples. Unlike the negatively-charged defect,
which exhibits spin-dependent optical behav-
ior that can be used to prepare and read out
its spin state (Fig. 1a) via optically-detected
magnetic resonance (ODMR), the neutral de-
fect lacks a demonstrated optical method for
spin-state preparation and readout. Hence,
it cannot be used to optically measure and
map magnetic fields. Instead, under illumina-
tion with the 532-nm light typically used for
ODMR of NV− ensembles, NV0 defects pro-
duce only a spin-independent fluorescence back-
ground, which degrades the readout contrast of
the NV− spin state, reducing magnetic field sen-
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FIG. 1. (a) NV− energy level structure,
which enables optically-detected magnetic reso-
nance (ODMR). Under 532-nm illumination, pop-
ulation in the ms = 0 state cycles in a spin-
conserving transition between the ground state and
the 3E excited state, fluorescing brightly when re-
turning to the ground state. In contrast, popula-
tion in ms = ±1 appears dimmer, since it has a
∼ 50% probability of non-radiatively crossing to a
metastable singlet state, from whence it decays to
the ground state – with slightly higher probabil-
ity to the ms = 0 spin state – without emitting
visible photons [11]. Hence, continuous 532-nm il-
lumination will optically pump population to the
ms = 0 state and a microwave drive resonant with
the ms = 0 to ms = ±1 transition will modulate the
fluorescence emitted by NV− by transferring popu-
lation between the two spin states. (b) Experimen-
tal setup: a confocal microscope is used to illumi-
nate a spot on an NV diamond sample and to collect
its fluorescence, which is directed to a spectrometer
by a dichroic mirror. A computer-controlled timing
unit (Spincore PulseBlaster card), controlled by an
extended version of the software package qdSpec-
tro [12], is used to trigger the acquisition of spectra
and to control a microwave switch, which turns on
and off a 2.87 GHz microwave drive delivered to the
diamond via a small loop antenna. Once triggered,
the spectrometer acquires data for an exposure time
texp, typically set at 30 ms, during which time a pho-
toluminescence (PL) spectrum is acquired.

Material properties relating to diamond
growth and processing are thought to impact
the relative concentrations of NV0 and NV− de-
fects in a given sample, but this is, as of yet,
poorly understood. Further, there is evidence
that NV0 can recombine with electrons in the
lattice to form NV− and NV− can ionize to
NV0, with recombination and ionization rates
depending both on wavelength and intensity of
laser illumination [13–17].

Developing new methods to characterize and
tune the steady-state charge state of NV ensem-
bles in diamond is therefore crucial. A better
understanding of charge-state physics in dense
NV ensembles will lead to improved sensitivity
of NV magnetometers, which will in turn allow
us to investigate and image previously inacces-
sible magnetic phenomena in condensed matter
physics, biophysics, and chemistry [10, 18–21].

In particular, there is a need for a charge-
state-determination method that does not re-
quire the application of a specified illumination
sequence, but functions instead under any ex-
perimental conditions. Such a method can be
used to determine what the charge state ratio
will be when any given experimental protocol
of interest is applied. Furthermore, it has been
previously observed that features of the fluores-
cence spectra of NV− and NV0 defects change
both as a function of experimental parameters,
such as temperature [22] and illumination wave-
length [17], and material properties, such as lo-
cal strain [23]; suggesting that spectra taken
from such defects in different samples, or even
in different locations in the same sample, may
not be comparable. Such variations in spectra
are not accounted for in many currently-used
methods for charge-state determination, such as
taking the ratio of the areas under the NV0 and
NV− zero-phonon lines (ZPLs) in an NV ensem-
ble photoluminescence (PL) spectrum or using
single-NV spectra reported in the literature to
fit for the NV− and NV0 contributions in an-
other sample’s spectrum.

In this paper, we demonstrate a simple
microwave-assisted spectroscopy method for de-
termination of steady-state charge-state in an
NV ensemble. Our method extracts the NV−
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and NV0 spectra of the ensemble of interest in
situ, accounting for any variations due to local
environment or experimental conditions. The
microwave technique does not rely on a specific
illumination sequence and can be applied with
any laser excitation that produces a fluorescence
contrast between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1
spin states of NV−. It may thus be used to in-
vestigate how illumination conditions, material
properties, and other experimental parameters
affect charge state in an NV ensemble.

Additionally, our method provides a useful
tool to study spin-dependent ionization in NV
ensembles. As an example, we apply the tech-
nique to reveal a new spin-dependent NV ioniza-
tion mechanism in a high-NV-density diamond
sample. The microwave method can also pro-
vide a better understanding of NV ionization
dynamics. This is important not only to estab-
lish ideal operating conditions for NV ensem-
ble magnetometers, which require a large, stable
population of NV− defects, but also to expand
the applicability of NV spin readout techniques
that rely on spin-to-charge conversion.

We further demonstrate that our method can
be used to perform background-free ODMR
on NV− defects by effectively suppressing the
background fluorescence from the NV0 popula-
tion to restore ODMR contrast. We present two
variations of the microwave technique that can
be used to enhance contrast in ODMR magne-
tometry with NV ensembles in diamond. The
first variation is a fitting method that applies
microwave-modulated spectroscopy to identify
and select only the NV− fluorescence contribu-
tion in ODMR measurements. This method al-
lows us to retrieve the NV−-only ODMR line-
shape, restoring contrast. We find that, for
ensemble NV magnetometers limited by laser-
intensity noise, this method can offer signifi-
cant improvements in contrast. Our simula-
tions indicate that, even at modest intensity-
noise levels of 1%, ODMR contrast can be im-
proved by up to 2 orders of magnitude, with
the largest improvements in NV0-rich ensem-
bles. Such ensembles occur both in highly ir-
radiated diamonds and near a diamond’s sur-
face, where the energetically-preferable charge

state is NV0 [24]. Increasing contrast in the
latter category of NV ensemble is of particular
importance in magnetometry applications that
require sensor NVs to be very close to the mea-
sured sample.

The second method of contrast enhancement
involves tailoring the spectral response of a flu-
orescence filter based on NV− and NV0 spectral
shapes extracted for a given NV diamond sam-
ple using our microwave-modulation method.
This technique is applicable to shot-noise lim-
ited magnetometers and does not require the
use of a wavelength-discriminating fluorescence
detector, but offers comparably more modest
contrast improvements of the order of 30%-50%.

Finally, we show how our method may be ap-
plied to study spectral properties of other solid
state defects. By modulating an RF drive ap-
plied to a room temperature ensemble of V1
and V2 vacancies in 4H silicon carbide, we iso-
late spectral signatures of the V2 vacancy that
would not typically be discernible at room tem-
perature, since the two vacancies exhibit over-
lapping spectra.

Section II of this paper describes our method
of charge-state determination in detail. Section
III outlines the method’s applications beyond
charge-state determination and presents pilot
experiments applying the method to study spin-
dependent ionization in NV ensembles, perform
high-contrast ODMR and isolating spectral fea-
tures of fluorescent defects in other solid-state
systems. Finally, section IV discusses conclu-
sions.

II. METHOD

Our method centers around isolating the
NV− and NV0 fluorescence contributions to the
photoluminescence spectrum emitted by an en-
semble of NVs by selectively modulating the
NV− fluorescence with a microwave drive. We
can write the spectrum measured in the absence
of a microwave drive, which we will henceforth
call the microwaves-off spectrum, SMWoff(λ), in
terms of an NV− and an NV0 component, as
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured microwaves-on (red) and
microwaves-off (blue) PL spectra with both the
NV0 and NV− zero-phonon lines (indicated by grey
arrows) visible at 575 nm and 637 nm, respectively.
The unscaled difference spectrum (microwaves-
off−microwaves-on) is shown in green. (b) Mag-
nified view of the difference spectrum, composed
mostly of NV− fluorescence, except for a small NV0

contribution due to a spin-dependent ionization ef-
fect, which causes a negative NV0 ZPL signature
(magnified in the inset). This spin-dependent ion-
ization effect is corrected for in section II C and dis-
cussed further in section III A.

follows:

SMWoff(λ) = aNV− ŜNV−(λ) + aNV0 ŜNV0(λ)
(1)

where ŜNV−(λ) and ŜNV0(λ) are the pure NV0

and NV− spectra, normalized to have unit area
(one can think of these as basis spectra) and
aNV− , aNV0 are positive constants, representing
the area under the NV− and NV0 contributions
to the total microwaves-off spectrum.

The ratio of NV− to NV0 concentration in
an NV ensemble, henceforth referred to as the

charge-state ratio, R, can be written as:

R ≡ [NV−]

[NV0]
=
aNV−

aNV0

· σNV0

σNV−

τNV−

τNV0

(2)

where 1/τNV0 , 1/τNV− are the radiative de-
cay rates and σNV− , σNV0 are the absorption
cross sections at 532-nm of NV0 and NV− re-
spectively. Our goal is to decompose the total
microwaves-off spectrum into its NV− and NV0

contributions:

SNV−(λ) = aNV− ŜNV−(λ) and

SNV0(λ) = aNV0 ŜNV0(λ)
(3)

from which we can determine the ratio of areas,
aNV−
aNV0

. This involves three main steps:

1. Isolate the NV− spectral shape by mi-
crowave modulation;

2. Find the correct scale factor by which to
multiply the spectral shape of NV−, to
determine the total NV− contribution to
SMWoff(λ) ;

3. Correct for spin-dependent ionization.

Finding the absolute ratio, R, will also re-
quire measuring the radiative lifetimes τNV0 and
τNV− (which can be done using time-correlated
photon counting, as previously demonstrated in
[25], for example) and calibrating out the ef-
fect of any wavelength-dependent losses in the
optics setup (using, for instance, a white light
source). The subsections that follow describe
each of the steps for determining

aNV−
aNV0

in de-

tail; and present an example application to pho-
toluminescence data taken at a confocal spot
on a bulk NV ensemble in a chemical-vapor-
deposition-grown diamond sample. Further de-
tails on our diamond sample and our confocal
setup are given in supplement, section VII A.

A. Isolating the NV− spectral shape by
microwave modulation

A series of photoluminescence spectra is
taken under continuous 532-nm illumination,
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FIG. 3. The difference spectrum must be scaled by an unknown factor, k, to yield the NV− contribution
to the spectrum, Strial

NV−(λ; k) = kSdiff(λ). The extracted NV0 spectrum, found by subtracting the NV−

spectrum from the total microwaves-off spectrum, Strial
NV0(λ; k) = SMWoff(λ) − kSdiff(λ), should contain

no NV− ZPL signature at 637 nm when the scale factor k is chosen correctly. (a) Total measured PL
spectrum (blue) and trial NV− (green) and NV0 (magenta) spectra for scale factors k = 3� k0 (top) and
k = 8 � k0 (bottom), where k0 is the correct scale factor (for the NV ensemble analyzed here, k0 = 6.4).
For k smaller (larger) than the correct value k0, a peak (dip) is seen in the extracted NV0 spectrum at the
NV− ZPL wavelength, as indicated by the black arrows. (b) The trial NV0 spectrum (magenta crosses) in
the wavelength range around the NV− ZPL is fitted with a Gaussian lineshape on a polynomial background
(total fit function shown as solid line in gray and polynomial background shown as a dotted line in blue) for
k = 3� k0 (top), k = k0 = 6.4 (middle) and k = 8� k0 (bottom). Of the Gaussian’s fit parameters, only
the area, A(k), is allowed to vary, since the width and center are fixed to match those of the NV− ZPL. (c)
Fitted area under the Gaussian peak/dip, |A(k)| as a function of scale factor k. The area is minimized at
the correct scale factor, k = k0 = 6.4.

with alternating spectra taken with microwaves
on and off (as described in Fig. 1b caption). To
select the microwave-drive frequency at which
we operate, we take an ODMR spectrum before
acquiring the series of PL spectra and set the
microwave frequency to be resonant with one
of the NV magnetic sublevel transition frequen-
cies.

In our example demonstration, we work at
zero applied magnetic field (but do not cancel

the Earth’s field), where the splitting in energy
between ms = +1 and ms = −1 spin states
is small (here, a few MHz) and predominantly
caused by local effects (most likely random lo-
cal electric fields, as discussed in [26]). Due
to the absence of a sufficiently strong magnetic
field, the ODMR resonances of all NV orienta-
tions are near-degenerate, and all orientations
are hence addressed by our strong microwave
drive (Rabi frequency ∼ few MHz) . Note how-
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ever that, with an applied magnetic field ori-
ented such that it splits the ODMR lines of dif-
ferent NV orientations, our method can also be
used to selectively determine the charge state of
an ensemble of NVs oriented along one chosen
axis.

When applied to the NV ensemble, the res-
onant microwave drive transfers population be-
tween the bright ms = 0 state and the dimmer
ms = ±1 states, modulating the fluorescence
emitted by NV− whilst having no effect on NV0

fluorescence (Fig. 1a). By taking the difference
between successive PL spectra measured with
microwaves on and off, it is hence possible to
isolate the spectral shape of the NV− contribu-
tion to the detected fluorescence. We define the
difference spectrum, Sdiff(λ), as:

Sdiff(λ) = SMWoff(λ)− SMWon(λ) (4)

where SMWon(λ) and SMWoff(λ) are the spec-
tra taken with microwaves on and off respec-
tively, averaged over the series. Typically, be-
tween 2000 and 20,000 spectra are taken to aver-
age out the effect of shot-to-shot laser-intensity
drift. This averaging, along with the use of a
noise-eater circuit on the excitation path (Thor-
labs NEL01), reduces the contribution of shot-
to-shot intensity fluctuations to the difference
spectrum to under 0.05%.

Once the difference spectrum is extracted, the
NV− and NV0 spectra can be written as

Strial
NV−(λ; k) = k × Sdiff(λ) (5)

Strial
NV0(λ; k) = SMWoff(λ)− Strial

NV−(λ; k)

= SMWoff(λ)− kSdiff(λ)
(6)

where the “trial” subscript denotes that these
are not the final spectral shapes, as they will
later be modified by a correction for spin-
dependent ionization (section II C), and k de-
notes a scale factor, to be determined in sec-
tion II B. Note that k cannot simply be de-
termined by measuring the NV− ODMR con-
trast because, without knowledge of the ratio
of charge state concentrations in the spot being
illuminated, it is not possible to determine by

how much we dim the NV− fluorescence when
the microwaves are turned on (we can only es-
tablish by how much we dim the total fluores-
cence). The measured difference spectrum of
our example NV ensemble is shown in Fig. 2.

B. Finding the correct scale factor

We can now iterate the scale factor k and
examine the resulting NV0 spectra, Strial

NV0(λ; k),
we obtain by evaluating Eq. 6 for each value
of k. Since the NV− zero phonon line (ZPL) at
637 nm is a defining feature of the NV− emission
spectrum that should not appear in the NV0

spectrum, we can find the correct scale factor
k by minimizing the area under any residual
NV− ZPL feature in Strial

NV0(λ; k) (Fig. 3). We
first find the width and center wavelength of
the NV− ZPL by fitting the NV− ZPL on the
microwaves-off spectrum with a Gaussian line-
shape on a polynomial background. We then
scan k and fit Strial

NV0(λ; k) for a Gaussian feature
of the same width and center wavelength as the
NV− ZPL; we select k = k0, where k0 min-
imizes the area, A, under this Gaussian, i.e.,
A(k0) = min(A(k)) (Fig. 3b,c). From Eqs. 5
and 6, we can now evaluate trial NV− and NV0

spectra, Strial
NV−(λ, k0) and Strial

NV0(λ, k0).

C. Correcting for spin-dependent
ionization

The NV− → NV0 ionization rate may be dif-
ferent when microwaves are on and off. This
is because the microwave drive will modify the
steady-state distribution of population across
the NV− energy levels, and hence the rate at
which population can be transferred to NV0.
For example, with microwaves on, a larger frac-
tion of the population will be transferred to the
long-lived singlet state, or ‘shelf’, under green
illumination. A different ionization rate for mi-
crowaves on and off leads to a small change
in the steady-state NV0 population, which in
turn produces an NV0 signature in the differ-
ence spectrum: e.g., if the ionization rate is
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FIG. 4. (a) Trial NV− PL spectrum, Strial
NV− , be-

fore correction for spin-dependent ionization (light
green solid line), and the corrected NV− spectrum,
SNV− (dark green dashed line). Inset shows the
spectrum plotted in the wavelength range around
the NV0 ZPL. (b) Difference between corrected and
uncorrected NV− spectra (SNV−(λ)−Strial

NV−(λ; k0)).
Qualitatively, most of the contribution to this differ-
ence appears to come from NV0 fluorescence – note
the prominent peak at the NV0 ZPL wavelength.

larger with microwaves on than off, there will be
a larger NV0 population when the microwaves
are on, leading to a negative NV0 contribution
to the difference spectrum. For the purposes
of charge-state determination, we must correct
for this signature in order to retrieve the shape
of the pure-NV− spectrum. However, it is im-
portant to note that this signature can also be
used as a tool to study spin-dependent ioniza-
tion in NV ensembles – in particular, the sign
of the NV0 signature in the difference spectrum
indicates whether microwaves promote or sup-
press NV− ionization and can reveal, as shown
in section III A, previously unidentified ioniza-
tion pathways.

For the dataset analyzed here, the NV0 con-
centration is boosted when the microwave drive
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FIG. 5. Spectral decomposition (for our measure-
ment and illumination conditions) of measured NV
ensemble PL spectrum (blue) into an NV− contri-
bution, SNV−(λ), (dark green) and an NV0 contri-
bution, SNV0(λ) (magenta). From the area under
SNV0(λ) and SNV−(λ), we establish that 69(1)%
of the fluorescence of this NV ensemble was con-
tributed by NV− defects and 31(1)% by NV0 de-
fects.

is on due to sublevel-dependent NV− photo-
ionization (a process we model in section III A).
This causes the difference spectrum Sdiff(λ) =
SMWoff(λ)−SMWon(λ) to have a small negative
contribution from the NV0 spectrum, as can be
seen in fig. 4a. Note however, that the NV0

spectrum we extracted in step 2, Strial
NV0(λ, k0),

consists purely of NV0 fluorescence by defini-
tion, since we selected the scale factor k0 which
eliminates any NV− signature in the NV0 spec-
trum. To see this, we can rewrite the difference
spectrum as:

Sdiff(λ) = cSNV−(λ)− δSNV0(λ) (7)

where c and δ are scalar, positive constants and
SNV0(λ), SNV−(λ) are the NV0 and NV− com-
ponents of the microwaves-off spectrum, as de-
fined in Eq. 3. Then, the trial NV0 spectrum
we extracted in step 2 can be written as:

Strial
NV0(λ; k0) = SMWoff − k0Sdiff(λ)

= (1 + k0δ)SNV0(λ)

+(1− k0c)SNV−(λ)

(8)

Note, however, that we chose k = k0 such
that there was no NV− contribution Strial

NV0 ,
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i.e., (1− k0c) = 0. Hence,

Strial
NV0(λ; k0) = (1 + k0δ)SNV0(λ) (9)

We can therefore correct Strial
NV0(λ; k0) sim-

ply by re-scaling it to match the microwaves-
off spectrum in the wavelength region where
only NV0 fluoresces; i.e., we effectively divide
Strial

NV0(λ; k0) by (1 + k0δ) to obtain the cor-

rect NV0 spectrum, SNV0(λ). Finally, we sub-
tract the corrected NV0 spectrum from the
total microwaves-off spectrum to yield a cor-
rected NV− spectrum, SNV−(λ) = SMWoff(λ)−
SNV0(λ). Fig. 4 plots both the corrected and
trial NV− spectra, S−

NV(λ) and Strial
NV−(λ; k0)

for our example NV ensemble data. Fig. 5
plots the NV ensemble’s spectral decomposition
into NV− and NV0 fluorescence contributions:
69(1)% NV− and 31(1)% NV0.

III. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we discuss applications of the
microwave-assisted technique as a tool to study
spin-dependent ionization in dense NV ensem-
bles, as a means to increase ODMR contrast in
NV magnetometers, and as a method for isolat-
ing spectral signatures of other solid state de-
fects that exhibit spin-dependent fluorescence
contrasts.

A. Studying spin-dependent ionization:
postulated ionization transition pathway

The fact that the rate of ionization from NV−

to NV0 under 532 nm-illumination depends on
the spin state of NV− is well documented in the
literature [27–29]. Currently, the spin depen-
dence of NV− ionization is postulated to arise
from the preferential transfer of the ms = ±1
state to the singlet ‘shelf’ state. It is assumed
that this shelf state protects population from
ionization driven by the green light, which is
instead taken to occur mainly via transitions
from the excited triplet state.

However, at powers above a few µW of green
light, we observe the opposite effect. The NV−

ionization probability for our NV ensemble was
enhanced when the microwaves were on, indicat-
ing that ms = ±1 state was preferentially ion-
ized. This is manifested, as shown in Fig. 4, as
a negative NV0 fluorescence contribution to the
difference spectrum, arising from an increase
in NV0 fluorescence in the microwaves-on spec-
trum, compared to that in the microwaves-off
spectrum.

To further investigate this effect, we mea-
sured the microwave-induced modulation of
NV0 fluorescence in our sample at several differ-
ent applied 532-nm laser powers, ranging from
10µW to a few mW. At each laser power, a
series of 10,000 microwaves-on and microwaves-
off spectra (each with 30 ms exposure time)
were recorded, from which an average difference
spectrum was determined (following the same
method described in section II A). The area un-
der the NV0 ZPL of this difference spectrum
was fitted and divided by the area under the
NV0 ZPL of the averaged microwaves-off spec-
trum, to give a measure of NV0 contrast. Note
that this microwave-induced NV0 fluorescence
contrast does not arise from the modulation of
the fluorescence rate of individual NV0 centers
(NV0 does not exhibit spin-dependent fluores-
cence contrast), but rather from a change in the
steady-state NV0 population in the ensemble.

We plot the measured NV0 contrast versus
applied laser power in Fig. 6a. We observe,
for our NV ensemble, a negative fluorescence
contrast (i.e., more NV0 population when mi-
crowaves are on) over the range of laser powers
accessed here. This indicates that the applica-
tion of microwaves is either enhancing ioniza-
tion from NV− to NV0 or suppressing recom-
bination from NV0 to NV−. Here, we postu-
late the existence of an ionization pathway from
the NV− singlet ‘shelf’ states mediated only by
532 nm light and show that such a pathway
would lead to an enhanced NV− ionization rate
with the observed power dependence.

To model this mechanism, we developed a
7-level rate-equation model of the steady-state
population dynamics in the NV ensemble, de-
picted schematically in Fig. 7. This model can
be expressed as a set of simultaneous equations
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FIG. 6. a)Measured NV0 contrast versus laser power data (dark blue) and rate-equation model fit (red
curve). The negative contrast indicates that the overall NV− ionization rate increases when the microwaves
are on. The model reproduces this effect by introducing a postulated ionization transition from the NV−

singlet states (‘shelf’), driven by the 532-nm laser. b) Rate-equation model plotted with (red curve) and
without (dashed green curve) the postulated ionization transition from the shelf. In the absence of the
postulated ionization transition, the model, which uses literature values for established transition rates,
predicts positive NV0 contrast at all applied laser powers, in stark disagreement with the data. The rate-
equation model is described in detail in the main text and in section VII B in the supplement.

in matrix form, given in Eq. 11: a matrix of
transition rates between levels acts on a vec-
tor of populations (with elements pn represent-
ing the population of level n). The equality
with zero indicates that we are interested in the
steady-state solution where each level neither
gains nor loses population. Solving this ma-
trix equation with the constraint that

∑
pn = 1

(i.e., the total population is constant), yields a
power-dependent analytic function for the pop-
ulation of each level. To obtain the NV0 con-
trast as a function of applied laser power, we
plot

NV0 contrast(P ) = α · p
MWoff
7 (P )− pMWon

7 (P )

pMWoff
7 (P )

(10)
where α is a scale factor which we float in the
fit to data and pMWon

7 (P ) and pMWoff
7 (P ) are,

respectively, the steady-population of the ex-
cited state of NV0 with microwaves on and with

microwaves off (i.e., with the microwave-driven
transition rates set to zero) at the applied 532-
nm laser power P .

Our model uses literature values for all tran-
sition rates except for the newly postulated ion-
ization rate from the shelf. The transition rates
used are listed in Table I and described in de-
tail in section VII B. We use our model to fit
the data in Fig. 6a by keeping all parameters
fixed to literature values and floating only the
postulated ionization transition rate from the
shelf, the NV− excitation rate and an overall
scale factor α in Eq. 10. The model provides
a good fit to the data (red curve in Fig. 6a)
when the shelf-ionization transition is included.
If this transition is removed (i.e., as is set to
0), the model predicts positive contrast at all
powers (dashed green curve in Fig. 6b), in stark
disagreement with our data. Numerical model
parameters used in our fit are listed in table. I.

Our model’s good agreement with data indi-
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−k12−di−aeP k21 k31 0 k51

1
2
dr

1
2
arP

k12 −k21−aeP−di 0 k42 k52
1
2
dr

1
2
arP

aeP 0 −k31−k35−aiP 0 0 0 0
0 aeP 0 −k42−k45−aiP 0 0 0
0 0 k35 k45 −k51−k52−asP 0 0
di di aiP aiP asP −a0P−dr k76
0 0 0 0 0 a0P −arP−k76

 ·


p1(P )
p2(P )
p3(P )
p4(P )
p5(P )
p6(P )
p7(P )


= 0

(11)
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Microwave-driven transition
Laser-driven transition
Postulated laser-driven transition from NV- shelf 
Spontaneous decay - optical 
Spontaneous decay - phonon mediated 
Dark recombination/ionization transitions

FIG. 7. Seven-level rate equation model of
steady-state population dynamics in an NV ensem-
ble. NV− is represented by 5 levels: the ms = 0
and ms = ±1 levels of the ground (levels 1 and
2) and excited (levels 3 and 4) triplet states and
one level (level 5) representing the long-lived sin-
glet shelf. NV0 is represented by two levels: a
ground state (level 6) and an excited state (level
7). Ionization from NV− to NV0 can occur either
via a laser-driven transition from the excited states
of NV− (levels 3 and 4) or the postulated laser-
driven transition (dashed green line) from the shelf
(level 5). Recombination occurs via a laser-driven
transition from the excited state of NV0 (level 7)
to the ground state of NV− (levels 1 and 2). Ad-
ditionally, slow (∼ 100µs−1) dark ionization rates
link the ground states of NV− and NV0.

cates the existence of a previously-unidentified
ionization pathway from the singlet states
driven by 532 nm light, which and warrants
further investigation beyond the scope of the

TABLE I. Numerical values for transition rates
used in the rate-equation model (Eq. 11) to fit the
data plotted in Fig. 6. As described in the text,
most rates are fixed to values taken from literature,
with the exception of the ones denoted by an as-
terisk (*), which are determined from the fit to our
data. Column 3 of this table describes the transi-
tions each rate refers to, with level numbering as
depicted in fig. 7.

Rate Numerical value Description

m12
3.1× 10−3 ns−1 Microwave-driven rates between

levels 1↔ 2m21 3.1× 10−3 ns−1

k31
7.5× 10−2 ns−1

Spontaneous decay rates, knm,
between levels n � m

k42 1.5× 10−1 ns−1

k35 1.1× 10−2 ns−1

k45 8.0× 10−2 ns−1

k51 2.6× 10−3 ns−1

k52 2.3× 10−3 ns−1

k76 5.0× 10−2 ns−1

di
100 µs−1 Dark ionization: 1 � 6 , 2 � 6

dr 300 µs−1 Dark recombination: 6 � 1, 6 � 2

Laser-driven rates,axP , where
P is laser power in µW.

a∗eP 5.9×10−5P ns−1 NV− excitation: 1 � 3 , 2 � 4
a0P 1.3× aeP NV0 excitation: 6 � 7
aiP 0.037× aeP Ionization: 3 � 6 , 4 � 6
arP 0.8× aeP Recombination: 7 � 1 , 7 � 2
a∗sP 0.36× aeP Postulated shelf ionization: 5 � 6

present work. Indeed, the need for the intro-
duction of new spin-dependent mechanisms of
NV− ionization was recently also recognized by
Reece et al [30], who found that introducing an
ad-hoc spin dependence to the NV− ionization
rate from the triplet excited states produced a
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better fit to their data on charge state inter-
conversion in nanodiamonds. Further investi-
gation of the postulated ionization transition
from the singlet states could elucidate whether
this is the mechanism behind these observed be-
haviors. This would involve performing time-
resolved spectroscopy on a variety of NV dia-
mond samples and under different microwave
and laser power regimes.

The ionization pathway proposed here
may reveal pertinent considerations in spin-
dependent ionization dynamics. An under-
standing of such dynamics is important in per-
forming spin-to-charge readout [29, 31] and
could uncover potential avenues to enhance
steady-state NV− population by diamond en-
gineering.

B. High-contrast ODMR

In NV-based DC magnetometry, the Zee-
man shift of either the ms = +1 or ms =
−1 energy levels of NV− is probed to deter-
mine the applied magnetic field. This is typi-
cally done by optically-detected magnetic res-
onance (ODMR), whereby the frequency of a
microwave drive is scanned over the ms = 0 to
ms = ±1 resonance while the NV is illuminated
with 532-nm light. The 532-nm light optically
pumps NV− population to ms = 0 but, when
the microwaves are resonant with the ms = 0 to
ms = +1 (or ms = −1) transition, some pop-
ulation is transferred from the bright ms = 0
state to the dimmer ms = +1 (ms = −1) state,
causing a drop in NV− fluorescence. This leads
to a fluorescence contrast between resonant and
off-resonant microwaves. The highest magnetic-
field sensitivity is attained if one drives the NV−

at a microwave frequency on the side of the
ODMR line, where the change in fluorescence
per unit change in magnetic field is maximized
– i.e., the point of largest slope in the ODMR
line. The minimum field that can be sensed is
inversely proportional to this slope. Hence, in-
creasing ODMR contrast (without broadening
the ODMR line) leads directly to an increase in
sensitivity.

In this section, we describe two meth-
ods of enhancing ODMR contrast using the
microwave-assisted charge-state-determination
technique. The first method entails fitting NV-
ensemble spectra to extract only the NV− flu-
orescence component; the second method in-
volves filtering the ensemble’s fluorescence us-
ing a tailored filter function determined a pri-
ori. The two methods will henceforth be re-
ferred to as the fitting method and the tailored
filtering method respectively. In this section, we
compare the performance of these methods with
the traditional way of determining ODMR con-
trast, referred to here as undiscriminated con-
trast, which involves simply taking the differ-
ence in total counts emitted by an NV ensem-
ble with microwaves-on and microwaves-off as a
fraction of total microwaves-off counts.

1. Fitting method

Any population of NV0 defects in an NV en-
semble will degrade ODMR contrast by con-
tributing a spin-independent fluorescence back-
ground and, in turn, reduce magnetic-field
sensitivity of any measurements made with
the NV ensemble. Using our charge-state-
determination method, we can discard NV0 flu-
orescence and extract the NV−-only ODMR
contrast without sacrificing NV− fluorescence
signal. This is unlike the use of a standard long-
pass filter, which only partially filters out NV0

fluorescence while also sacrificing NV− counts.
First, we apply the charge-state determination
method using resonant microwaves to estab-
lish the NV− and NV0 spectral shapes for a
given NV ensemble under the experimental con-
ditions of interest, using the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 1. The microwave frequency is
then scanned over the resonance (as in a typi-
cal ODMR scan) and, at each scan point, spec-
tra are acquired. The spectra are later fitted
with the previously-established NV− and NV0

shapes and the NV0 contribution is discarded,
allowing us to extract NV−-only contrast as a
function of microwave frequency.

To enhance contrast usefully, the fitting pro-
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FIG. 8. a) ODMR scan taken on NV-ensemble di-
amond sample using a spectrometer to collect flu-
orescence. The y-axis plots ODMR contrast, de-
fined here as the difference in signal counts with
microwaves off and on (the microwaves-on signal
counts are subtracted from the microwaves-off sig-
nal counts) as a fraction of the microwaves-off sig-
nal counts. At each frequency, a sequence of 149
pairs of microwaves-on and microwaves-off spectra
are taken. The contrast is calculated for each pair of
spectra using all three methods: undiscriminated,
tailored-filtered and fitted. The mean contrast ob-
tained from the 149 shots is then plotted (undis-
criminated in dark blue, tailored-filtered in light
blue, and fitted in orange), with error bars given by
the standard deviation over all shots. Dotted lines
connecting data points are guides to the eye. b)
The measured (filled markers) and simulated (hol-
low markers) contrast improvement, as defined by
Eq. 12, for the fitting and tailored-filtering meth-
ods.

cedure must yield an increased signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in the measured ODMR contrast.
If the fitting procedure that leads to an increase
in contrast also proportionally increases the un-
certainty on such contrast, then it delivers no
gain in sensitivity. Here, we define our contrast-

improvement figure of merit as a ratio of SNR:

contrast improvement ≡ SNRnew

SNRundisc

=
cnew/ δcnew

cundisc/ δcundisc

(12)

where SNRundisc and SNRnew are, respectively,
the signal-to-noise ratios in measured ODMR
contrast with the undiscriminated method
and our (fitting or tailored-filtering) method.
SNRnew = cnew

δcnew
, where cnew is the ODMR con-

trast obtained with our method and δcnew is an
absolute error bar on this contrast. Similarly,
for the undiscriminated method, SNRundisc =
cundisc
δcundisc

.
When we apply the fitting procedure to spec-

tra taken from our diamond sample (at 7.3 mW
of 532-nm laser power), we find a 4.8-fold con-
trast improvement compared to the undiscrim-
inated contrast (Fig. 8), with the microwave
drive resonant with the NV− spin transition
(i.e., at the point of maximum ODMR con-
trast). We calculate the improvement in SNR
plotted in Fig. 8b by taking the ratio of the frac-
tional error bars on the fitted NV− contrast to
those on the undiscriminated contrast.

To examine the limitations of the contrast-
enhancement technique, we simulate the effect
of applying it to synthetic datasets produced
using the methods described in section VII C.
We examine the performance of the fitting tech-
nique in two scenarios: when the synthetic data
is photon-shot-noise limited and when the dom-
inant source of noise is laser-intensity fluctua-
tions between shots of the experiment. We find
that, in the shot-noise-limited case, the fitting
technique produces no improvement in SNR.
However, in the laser-intensity-noise limited
case, which most closely resembles our data, the
simulation yields significant contrast improve-
ments, particularly for samples with large NV0

populations, as shown in Fig. 9. We also find
that, for simulation parameters matching the
experimental data shown in Fig. 8, the sim-
ulation yields a 4.3-fold contrast improvement
(at the point of maximum ODMR contrast), in
good agreement with our measurement.
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An intuitive explanation for why there is no
improvement in the shot-noise-limited case is
the large overlap in wavelength between the
NV0 and NV− fluorescence spectra at room
temperature. Photon shot noise, or Poisson
noise, is a random process by which the number
of photons in a given wavelength bin with mean
photon number N fluctuates by an amount
given by a Poisson distribution with standard
deviation

√
N . The fitting procedure is sub-

ject to the Poisson noise from both NV0 and
NV− photons in each wavelength bin, but can
effectively weight-down the photon noise in the
wavelength bins that contain mostly NV0 pho-
tons. Discarding some NV0 photon noise should
yield an improvement in SNR, but, if the NV0

and NV− spectra largely overlap and the noise
in each wavelength bin is not correlated to
that in the neighboring bins, the fitting proce-
dure cannot reliably distinguish NV0 and NV−

photons in the many wavelength bins which
have similar numbers of NV− and NV0 counts.
Hence, at room temperature (when the NV−

and NV0 spectra overlap significantly), the fit-
ting procedure does not yield an improvement
in SNR.

The situation is different if the dominant
source of noise is technical, e.g., fluctuations
in the intensity of the 532-nm laser or the
microwave-field intensity. In this case, the main
effect of the noise is to, from shot to shot, scale
up or down the entire NV− (and NV0) spectrum
by a wavelength-independent scale factor, i.e.,
the fluctuation in all wavelength bins is, in this
case, perfectly, or near-perfectly, correlated. If
intensity noise causes the total number of counts
to fluctuate on a timescale shorter than the de-
lay between the acquisition of a microwaves-off
and a microwaves-on spectrum, then fitting will
offer an advantage in SNR. While the uncer-
tainty on the undiscriminated contrast will be
given by the total shot-to-shot fluctuation in flu-
orescence, the fitting procedure will be able to
isolate the change in NV− fluorescence and dis-
card the change in NV0 counts, reducing the
effect of intensity noise on the contrast mea-
surement.

A second effect which allows our fitting

method to offer further improvement in SNR is
the fact that any fluctuation in laser intensity
will change the NV− to NV0 ionization rate,
leading to a change in the charge-state ratio of
the ensemble from shot to shot. It is only when
this effect is included in our simulations that we
obtain good agreement with the data in Fig. 8.
Without accounting for this effect, the simula-
tion yields more modest contrast improvement,
of the order of 3.5×.

Provided fluorescence readout with the spec-
trometer can be done at the same rate as read-
out with a photodiode (i.e., without introducing
extra dead-time to the experimental sequence),
high-contrast ODMR performed using our fit-
ting method will lead to increased sensitivity in
laser-intensity-noise-limited NV-ensemble mag-
netometers. In our current setup, our read-
out time is limited by the array shift time of
our CCD to a few milliseconds. However, with
the use of interline CCDs, which alternate sen-
sor pixels with shift registers, readout of the
full CCD array can done in under 2µs, a de-
lay which is negligible compared to the typical
experimental sequence time.

2. Tailored-filtering method

The fitting technique requires the use of
a spectrometer to discriminate NV fluores-
cence by wavelength. It is also possible
to achieve an improvement in ODMR con-
trast when making measurements with non-
wavelength-discriminating detectors (such as
the avalanche photodiodes or photomultiplier
tubes typically used in NV-diamond ODMR ex-
periments) by applying a filter to the NV flu-
orescence that preferentially passes NV− pho-
tons. Long-pass filters are typically used for
this purpose in NV magnetometry. Our charge-
state determination method can be used to op-
timize the cut-on frequency of such a filter, by
determining the NV− and NV0 spectral shapes
for a particular sample and experimental condi-
tions of interest. To further optimize contrast,
rather than using a filter with a simple long-pass
step response, one can use the NV− and NV0
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FIG. 9. Simulated ODMR contrast improve-
ment for the fitting method. a) Contrast improve-
ment as a function of NV0 fraction (the fraction
of the NV ensemble’s fluorescence contributed by
NV0) at a fixed laser-intensity fluctuation magni-
tude of 1%. b) Contrast improvement as a func-
tion of laser-intensity fluctuation magnitude at an
NV0 fraction of 5%. Both simulations were run us-
ing the methods described in section VII C with
a base microwaves-off spectrum with 19,315,132
counts and a pure-NV− contrast of 10%. Note:
the simulated contrast improvements plotted here
are likely slightly underestimated because they do
not account for the secondary effect of intensity-
fluctuation-induced changes in charge-state ratio
(as discussed in section III B 1, paragraph 6).

spectral shapes to design a filter with a more
efficient spectral response function. One such
function, which would select only the NV− con-
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FIG. 10. Simulated SNR improvement in ODMR
contrast when different filter functions are applied
to the NV fluorescence, plotted as a function of
NV− fraction in the NV ensemble. The tailored fil-
ter function, ftailored (solid purple curve) provides
the best largest improvement for all NV− fractions,
as compared to applying step-function long-pass fil-
ter functions with cut-on wavelengths at 630 nm
(dashed blue curve), 650 nm (dashed orange curve)
and 660 nm (dotted yellow curve). Note that the
optimum cut-on wavelength for the long-pass filter
functions varies with NV− fraction – our method is
hence a useful tool in determining optimum cut-on
for a particular sample and experimental conditions
of interest.

tribution from the fluorescence emitted by the
sample when no microwaves are applied, is de-
fined as follows:

ftailored =
SNV−

SNV− + SNV0

, (13)

where SNV− and SNV0 are the NV− and
NV0 contributions to the microwaves-off spec-
trum, measured a priori with the spectrometer.
When applied to fluorescence emitted when mi-
crowaves are on, this filter would not perfectly
select NV− fluorescence (since the ratio of NV−

to NV0 photons in each wavelength bin would
be altered from the microwaves-off ratio), but
would still likely be more efficient than a sim-
ple long-pass filter. Fig. 10 compares the simu-
lated improvement in ODMR contrast obtained
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by applying a long-pass filter and a filter with
spectral-response function ftailored to a shot-
noise limited synthetic data set produced from
the NV− and NV0 spectra extracted from our
NV diamond sample.

C. Spectral decomposition for other
solid-state defects

As an example demonstration of how
microwave-modulation methods may be used to
isolate spectral features of other optically-active
solid-state defects, we modulated a 70 MHz
radio-frequency (RF) drive applied to an en-
semble of silicon vacancies in silicon carbide
at room temperature, taking spectra with the
RF drive on and off (Fig. 11). The 4H poly-
type of silicon carbide can host silicon vacancies
(SiV) at two inequivalent lattice sites. These
are referred to as the V1 and V2 silicon va-
cancies. An ensemble of these vacancies typ-
ically exhibits a very broad fluorescence spec-
trum (∼ 850 nm to 1050 nm ) at room tempera-
ture, with no discernible ZPLs or distinguishing
features between V1 and V2 contributions to
the fluorescence. Both exhibit spin-dependent
fluorescence contrasts [32, 33]; but the V1 has
a spin-flip transition at 4 MHz, whilst the V2
transition occurs at 70 MHz. We can hence
selectively modulate the V2 fluorescence with
a 70 MHz RF drive. The resulting spectrum
shown here (Fig. 11b, blue data points) is sim-
ply the difference spectrum obtained by sub-
tracting the RF-off spectrum from the RF-on
spectrum and has not been scaled or corrected
for potential spin-dependent ionization effects.
Fig. 11b shows a difference spectrum which
is significantly narrower than the total RF-off
spectrum and is negative between 850 nm and
880 nm, suggesting a spin-dependent transfer
of population to other defect states (or charge
states) may be occurring.
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FIG. 11. Application of microwave-assisted
spectroscopic technique to a SiV ensemble in SiC.
We use a confocal microscope to illuminate the
sample with 760 nm light and to collect fluores-
cence. a) Room-temperature ODMR spectrum of
the SiV ensemble, identifying the V2 spin reso-
nance at 70 MHz. The application of resonant RF
transfers population to a brighter spin state and
hence the contrast plotted on the y-axis is defined
here as RF-on counts - RF-off counts

RF-off counts
(note that this is

−1× the contrast definition we use in this paper
for ODMR in NV ensembles, where the applica-
tion of microwaves transfers population to a dim-
mer spin state). This data was collected with an
infrared-enhanced APD. b) Orange: RF-off spectra
of the silicon vacancy ensemble at room tempera-
ture. This spectrum was acquired with a spectrom-
eter featuring an IR-enhanced CCD. Blue: differ-
ence spectrum, extracted by taking the average dif-
ference between a series of PL spectra taken with
the resonant 70 MHz RF drive on and a series of
spectra taken with the RF drive off. Note that no
flat-field corrections have been applied to this spec-
trum.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The microwave-assisted method of charge-
state-ratio determination presented here bene-
fits from being tailored to the sample and ex-
perimental conditions under investigation. The
extraction of the NV− and NV0 spectra in situ
ensures that our measurement of charge-state
ratio accounts for any changes in the shape the
of the NV− and NV0 fluorescence spectra due
to sample-specific material properties (such as
local strain) or experimental parameters (such
as temperature and excitation wavelength). We
note that the use of charge-state-determination
methods that do not account for changes in the
NV− and NV0 spectral shape – such as meth-
ods that decompose a sample spectrum by do-
ing least-squares fitting with literature-reported
NV− and NV0 spectra extracted from a dif-
ferent sample, or methods that compare the
area under the NV− and NV0 ZPLs to extract
charge-state ratio – are likely to yield inaccu-
rate results. The former approach assumes no
change in the NV− and NV0 fluorescence spec-
tra across different samples and experimental
setups; and the latter relies on a fixed (or, at
least, known) proportion of the total fluores-
cence from each charge state being emitted in
the ZPL. However, both spectral shape and pro-
portion of fluorescence in the ZPL may vary
from sample to sample and even from site to
site in a given diamond. It is hence difficult
to compare charge-state measurements by these
methods across different samples. This in turn
limits the usefulness of such methods in identi-
fying which material and experimental parame-
ters can be tuned to produce the NV−-rich di-
amonds needed for high-sensitivity magnetom-
etry.

The method presented here produces charge-
ratio measurements that can be compared
across different diamond samples and experi-
mental conditions. In particular, it allows the
investigation of charge-state ratio under any il-
lumination sequence that optically pumps the
NV− state to ms = 0 and produces a fluores-
cence contrast between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1
states of NV−. This permits the investigation of

charge-state ratio as a function of illumination
duration, intensity, and wavelength.

Further, our approach allows us to accurately
describe the NV− 3E to 3A2 (and NV0 2A2 to
2E) phonon sidebands, without contamination
from the phonon sidebands of the other charge
state. This can yield more accurate one-phonon
spectra, from which we can obtain a better un-
derstanding of the NV vibrational modes and
electronic wave functions [34].

The analysis presented here may also
be adapted to work with other meth-
ods of selectively modulating NV− fluores-
cence, such as magnetic-field-induced spin-
polarization quenching [17, 24].

Using our technique, we uncovered evidence
for a spin-dependent ionization pathway from
the singlet states of NV−, which manifested as
a negative NV0 fluorescence contrast (implying
an increase of NV0 population when the mi-
crowaves are on) at a wide range of laser pow-
ers. Understanding the regimes under which
this mechanism dominates ionization dynam-
ics in NV ensembles is crucial for optimizing
the fabrication of diamonds for high-sensitivity
magnetometry and for scaling up the implemen-
tation of readout techniques involving spin to
charge conversion.

We have also shown that our method can be
used to enhance ODMR contrast by discard-
ing or preferentially filtering the NV0 fluores-
cence contribution. The high-contrast ODMR
techniques we present here may lead to sig-
nificant sensitivity improvements in NV mag-
netometers, especially when the NV0 popula-
tion is significant. This is particularly rele-
vant to near-surface NV ensembles, where the
energetically-preferred charge state is NV0. NV
magnetometers are typically used to measure
fields from samples placed on the diamond sur-
face, so near-surface NVs are exposed to the
largest magnetic field amplitudes and can offer
the highest-resolution measurements. However,
poor ODMR contrast due to a large NV0 pop-
ulation may limit their use in applications that
require high-sensitivity. Our fitting method may
significantly improve the sensitivity of magne-
tometry with near-surface NV ensembles, lead-
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ing to significant advances in applications such
as live imaging of biological processes [20] and
picolitre nuclear-magnetic resonance [35].

Finally, we have shown that our method may
be applied to isolate spectral features of other
fluorescent solid-state defects (such as V1 and
V2 silicon vacancies in silicon carbide [36]), fa-
cilitating the study of their optical and spin
properties.
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VII. SUPPLEMENT

A. Technical methods

The NV experiments described here were per-
formed on a home-built confocal microscope fea-
turing a 100x objective lens of numerical aper-
ture 0.90.

The excitation light was provided by a 532-
nm diode-pumped solid-state laser (Coherent
Verdi V10). The spot size at the sample was
measured to be ∼ 1.2µm in diameter. The laser
intensity was stabilized by a commercial noise-
eater circuit (Thorlabs NEL01).

NV fluorescence (separated from the exci-
tation light by a dichroic filter) was passed
through a grating spectrometer (Acton Re-
search Corporation SpectraPro -500) and col-
lected on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD (Roper
Scientific LN/CCD-1340/400-EB/1). We note
that no flat-field calibration was applied to the
collected spectra.

The microwave drive was provided by a sig-
nal generator (SRS 384) and applied to the
diamond through an omega-loop stripline fab-
ricated by deposition of gold on silicon car-
bide. A TTL-triggered microwave switch (Mini-
circuits ZASWA-2-50DR+) was used to turn on
and off the microwave drive for the acquisition
of microwaves-on and microwaves-off spectra in
quick succession.

A multi-channel TTL pulse generator (Spin-
core PulseBlaster), controlled by an expanded
version of the qdSpectro Python package [12],
was used to synchronously trigger CCD expo-
sures and the microwave switch. The spec-
tra obtained here were averaged over a series
of about 20,000 CCD frames, with subsequent
acquisitions taken with microwaves on and mi-
crowaves off. The CCD was exposed for an ex-
posure time of texp = 30 ms to acquire each
frame.
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Data was collected with no applied magnetic
field (except for the Earth’s field, which was
not canceled). To determine the resonance fre-
quency at which the microwave drive should be
applied, an ODMR spectrum was acquired be-
fore the series of PL spectra was taken. The
microwave drive frequency was chosen to match
an ODMR resonance.

The diamond used for the experiments pre-
sented here was provided by Element Six. It
contains a 10µm-thick NV layer (10 ppm 14N,
>99.95% 12C) grown by chemical vapor deposi-
tion (CVD) on an electronic-grade single-crystal
substrate. This sample was irradiated with a
dosage of 6 × 1018 electrons/cm2 and annealed
for 12 hours at 800 ◦C and for 12 hours at
1000 ◦C.

B. Rate equations model of
spin-dependent ionization effects

To produce the model plotted in Fig. 6, we
use the rates listed in Table I. All rates are ex-
tracted from the literature, with the exception
of the NV− excitation rate, aeP , (i.e., rate of
transition from levels 1 and 2 to levels 3 and
4) and the rate of postulated ionization from
the NV− shelf, asP , which are both floated in
a fit to data. The fitted value for the NV−

excitation-rate coefficent, ae = 5.9 × 10−5, is
close to our estimate of 2.3 × 10−5, obtained
from our spot-size radius of ∼ 0.6µm and the
literature value of the NV− absorption cross-
section of 9.5× 10−17cm2 [37].

We model laser-driven transitions between
pairs of levels as having rates anP , where P
is 532-nm laser power and an is a scalar coef-
ficient. We use the ratios of NV− ionization
rate, NV0 excitation rate and NV0 recombina-
tion rate to NV− excitation rate reported in
[38] to determine, for a given NV− excitation-
rate coefficent, ae, our model coefficients ai, a0,
ar. These coefficients describe, respectively, the
NV− ionization rate, aiP , (from levels 3 or 4 to
level 6), the NV0 excitation rate, a0P , (from
level 6 to level 7) and the NV0 recombination
rate (from level 7 to levels 1 and 2), arP in our

model.
Our model takes transitions between the

NV− triplet ground and excited states to be
perfectly spin-conserving, an assumption which
is good to 4% [11]. With this assump-
tion, we extract rates of spontaneous decay
k31, k42, k35, k45, k51, k52 from [11]. The NV−

ground-state spin-flip rate (k12=k21) is deter-
mined from the π-pulse time from measured
Rabi flops, and we ignore spontaneous decay
from level 2 to 1, as it happens on the timescale
of the T1 time, which an order of magnitude
slower than the slowest transition rate in our
model (for laser powers above 10µW).

Finally, we include the phenomena of ioniza-
tion and recombination in the dark reported in
the literature [39, 40] by linking the ground-
state levels of NV− and NV0 with two tran-
sition rates, di and dr, representing dark ion-
ization (from levels 1 and 2 to level 6) and re-
combination (from level 6 to levels 1 and 2) re-
spectively. We set di = 100µs−1, since ioniza-
tion rates reported in the literature from shal-
low NVs vary from 100µs to seconds [40]. From
Eq. 11, one can see that setting P = 0 yields
dr
di

= p1(0)+p2(0)
p6(0) , where the right hand side of

this equation corresponds to the ratio of NV− to
NV0 population in the dark. Hence, we set the
ratio dr/di according to our measured charge-
state ratio at the lowest laser power with which
we measured our ensemble (in our case, 10µW ).

C. Simulations of SNR enhancement in
ODMR using the fitting technique

To simulate the contrast enhancement achiev-
able with the fitting technique described in sec-
tion III B 1 of the main text, we produced two
simulated, or synthetic, datasets - one shot-
noise limited dataset and one laser-intensity-
noise limited dataset. In this section, we de-
scribe how both datasets are generated.

To create both synthetic data sets, we start
by scaling up a pure NV− spectrum and a
pure NV0 spectrum (both determined from real
data) so that the total counts correspond to the
typical number counts we collect from our sam-
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ple (at a given laser power and spectrometer-
CCD exposure time) and the ratio of counts in
the NV0 and NV− spectra matches the charge-
state ratio we want to simulate. These NV−

and NV0 component spectra are then summed
to give a total microwaves-off spectrum. To pro-
duce a microwaves-on spectrum, we reduce the
counts in the NV− component by some scale
factor, which we choose to match the pure-NV−

contrast we want to simulate (i.e., the fluores-
cence contrast that would be exhibited by NV−;
for our experimental conditions and sample, we
measure this to be 10%). We will henceforth re-
fer to this pair of microwaves-on and off spectra
as the base spectra.

To produce the shot-noise limited synthetic
dataset, we simulate photon statistics: 149 to
500 versions, or ‘shots’ of the base microwaves-
off and microwaves-on spectra are generated,
each with random Poisson fluctuations applied
to the number of photon counts per wavelength
bin. Each simulated shot of the spectrum is cre-
ated by replacing the number of counts Ni in
each wavelength bin λi with a random number
of counts sampled from a Poisson distribution
with mean Ni.

To simulate the laser-intensity-noise-limited
dataset, we generate the sequence of 149 to
500 shots of alternating microwaves-on and
microwaves-off spectra by repeating the proce-
dure we use to create the shot-noise limited data
set, but now introducing a Gaussian-distributed
fluctuation in the total number of counts in
each shot (Noff). The fluctuation in counts is
implemented by adding, to the base spectra’s
microwaves-off counts, a random number sam-
pled from a Gaussian distribution of mean 0
and standard deviation σc, where σc is chosen
to match observed fluctuations in microwaves-
off counts in real data. Poisson fluctuations are
then also introduced to each wavelength bin (as
with the shot-noise limited dataset before). In
the dataset shown in Fig. 8, Noff fluctuates, on
average, by 0.33%.

To simulate the improvement in contrast at-
tainable with our fitting method, we fit each
pair microwaves-on and microwaves-off ‘shots’
in the simulated sequence with a pure NV− and

a pure NV0 spectrum to extract the fitted NV−

contrast (see main text, section III B 1). We
then calculate the mean and standard devia-
tion of both the fitted NV− contrast and the
undiscriminated contrast across all microwaves-
off–microwaves-on ‘shots’. Finally, we take the
ratio of the fractional error on the fitted NV−

contrast to that on the undiscriminated contrast
to determine improvement, as follows:

contrast improvement =
σfitted/cfitted

σundisc/cundisc
(14)

With this definition (which is equivalent to
that in Eq. 12), we find no contrast improve-
ment from our fitting method in the shot-noise-
limited case, but significant improvements in
the laser-intensity-noise limited case, particu-
larly for large NV0 populations (Fig. 8).

To simulate the experiment that generated
the data in Fig. 8, we set the simulation param-
eters to match the properties of the NV sam-
ple we measured and the laser-intensity noise
we recorded: the base-spectra microwaves-off
counts were set to Noff = 19903285, the stan-
dard deviation magnitude of the shot-to-shot
fluctuations in microwaves-off counts to σc =
0.33% and the sample’s pure-NV− contrast to
9.7%. We also included a secondary effect of the
laser-intensity noise: a shot-to-shot fluctuation
in charge-state ratio due to the change in laser
intensity (which leads to a change in NV− to
NV0 ionization rate). By plotting the measured
shot-to-shot change in charge-state ratio versus
the shot-to-shot change in total microwaves-off
counts and fitting a straight line through the
data, we inferred that the NV− fraction of the
fluorescence fluctuated, on average, by −0.21×
the fluctuation in laser intensity from shot-to-
shot. For simplicity, we simulate this fluctu-
ation in charge-state ratio as being perfectly
correlated to the fluctuation in laser intensity
(i.e., fluctuation in NV− fraction from shot-to-
shot = −0.21× fluctuation in laser intensity),
but the correlation is not perfect in data (the
correlation coefficient is -0.55). Including this
secondary effect in our simulations gives a sim-
ulated 4.3-fold contrast improvement, which is
in good agreement the measured value. If this
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effect is not included, the simulation yields a
more modest improvement of 3.5×.

D. Simulations of SNR enhancement in
ODMR using the tailored-filtering

technique

To produce Fig. 10, we simulate the con-
trast enhancement achievable with the tailored-
filtering technique in the shot-limited case as
a function of NV− fraction. The improvement
can be calculated analytically since, if dominat-
ing source of noise is photon shot noise, the er-
ror bars on ODMR contrast can be calculated
by Poisson statistics.
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